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The Ceconite process was developed in the early sixties, and was a Certified Dacron Fabric, originally available, I

believe, in only the 3.5 oz. yard weave weight. Since the manufacturing and 'slitting' technology was not available

yet, the tapes were not Dacron, but good 'ol Cotton. The Dacron pinked edge tapes were not available till after

1965. The process used Ceconite dacron fabric, cotton tapes, non-tautening Nitrate dope to encapsulate the weave, Butyrate silver

dope for filler and UV protection, and pigmented dope for final colors.

Two companies come to mind who supplied all the coatings for the Ceconite fabric. 'Cooper',

and 'Randolph' both had competitive pricing and quality on dopes and glues. The glues were

called 'super seam cement' and 'super bond'. Later, the 2.7 oz. and lighter ultralight cloths

were developed.

Very early in the development of Ceconite, other products came to the marketplace, such as

'Eonnex', and 'Eonnite', which I believe used a 1 part epoxy 'goop' which was a brownish

gray, and not a dope product. To my knowledge, these products did not enjoy the huge

sucess of the certified Ceconite/dope combination, and I do not know if they are even

offered in their original form or name today.

 

The 1960's also brought the 'Stits' process of using dacron fabrics. Today called 'Poly-fiber', the Stits process was vastly different than

the dopes in that the Stits company formulated all Vinyl Based coatings for the dacron. Aircraft designer and businessman Ray Stits

worked hard for years to develop and improve the process, and get it certified. The first coat of liquid in the Stits process is 'Poly-

brush', which comes in an off-clear, or much more popular pink color. This chemical encapsulates the fabric, and also is used to apply

the reinforcing tapes. 'Poly-spray' is the next coating, which is silver, and builds the weave, and provides UV protection. The original

pigmented topcoat is called 'Poly-tone', which offers a very easily repairable finish. MEK softens the Stits coatings, to allow easy

patch repairs. A follow on some years later was the wet-look urethane type 'Aerothane'finish, at which time the Randolph dope people

developed their own urethane called 'Randthane'.

Next edition will be about Gluing fabric on, stitching, and taping, then more info on yet more processes that have been used on

experimentals and ultralights....

If you have comments on this or other articles, please post them to the Sonerai.net Forum
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